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To love, honor and cherish are the vows that Ocean clung on to when she married her first love Bryce Charles. What

Ocean didn’t know was that Bryce had his own meaning of the word marriage and faithful was nowhere in his

vocabulary.

Knowing her worth, Ocean decides to call it quits with Bryce and focus on herself, not knowing that her thug in

shining armor was right around the corner. Lucas swoops in and shows Ocean that there is more to life than what she

is accustomed to and the two engage in a whirlwind romance. Only problem is Lucas has some baggage of his own.

Sony Sharp is smart mouthed and hood as they come. He knows exactly the kind of woman he wants, or at least he

thinks he does. When River, a plus size beauty with an even bigger personality steps on the scene he’s left confused

and fighting his developing feelings. Will the thick bombshell break down the barriers of his heart or will she find

solace with another man? 

Running the streets of Charlotte isn’t easy but the Sharp brothers do it with ease. Lucas and Sony handle business
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with an iron fist and handle anyone who tries to stop them. Life has been pretty easy for the both of them until they

meet Ocean and River. Will they be able to separate the growing love they have for the ladies and their love for the

streets? Find out in this page turning hood romance.
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